Finikia

Aqua Vista Hotels is a collection of
exceptional boutique hotels
comprised of a few selected
properties.
This compilation of extraordinary
boutique hotels caters for every
type of traveller, guaranteeing
memorable experiences tailored
to your special needs and desires.

Oia Village
Distances:
Airport 19km & Port 17km

Pyrgos

Oia White Cave
The view to the stiff cliffs and the village of Oia is breathtaking during the day,
while in the afternoon hours the direct view to the world's most famous sunset is unbeatable.

WWW.OIAWHITECAVESANTORINI.COM

The view to the stiff cliffs and the village of
Oia is breathtaking during the day, while in
the afternoon hours the direct view to the
world's most famous sunset is unbeatable.
White Cave Oia, is a brand new villa
encompassing the dream in Santorini. With
all the comforts and warmth of a modern
home, the villa promises an exceptional stay
in the most photographed village of the
island…and delivers 100% as promised!
Enjoy supreme aesthetics in a cave-like villa,
which embraces the typical architecture and
takes it to a whole new level.

The cave-like villa stretches in two
levels and offers guests discreet and
unpretentious luxury. It may
accommodate up to four individuals,
featuring a built-in double bed with
impressive sea views at the loft and a
sofa bed on the ground floor. Enjoying
all the comforts of a modern home,
White Cave Oia allows guests to
invigorate and take in that special
Theran vibe to the fullest.

At a glance
· Cave-like Villa
· Α built-in double bed
· Ιmpressive sea views at the loft
· Α sofa bed on the ground floor
· Δistinctive design, modern furniture and luxurious amenities
· Αn indoor hot tub
· Ηammam and walk-in closet
· Αn outdoor hot tub
· Α terrace with absolutely breathtaking view
· Photo Gallery

Key feature & selling points
· Top Honeymoon Destination
· It may accommodate up to four individuals,
featuring a built-in double bed
· Minimalistic still distinctive design, modern furniture
and luxurious amenities compose the dream in Oia.
· Absolutely breathtaking views to the sea and sky,
the volcanic islets and the magnificent yet fierce caldera.
· Fully equipped kitchen
· The villa comes with an indoor hot tub, hammam
and walk-in closet

Facilities & services
· Air Conditioning
· Free Wi-Fi
· Fully equipped kitchen
· Satellite TV
· Hair Dryer
· Cleaning services (upon request)
· Safe (free)
· Non smoking rooms
· Rent a car (upon request)
· Transportation from and to the airport (upon request)
· Free private parking
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